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Over the past decades, data centers are built across the globe in response to
the ever-growing Internet traffic. The data centers are managed and operated
by the service providers through private inter-datacenter wide area networks
(WANs). Unlike WANs involving multiple service providers, these private
inter-datacenter WANs exhibit a number of unique characteristics. For exam-
ple, the end-hosts and the network fabric are controlled by one single provider;
scheduled bulk traffic transfers terabits of data across expensive WAN links
for replication and migration; also, major service providers embrace software-
defined networking (SDN) in their inter-datacenter WANs for easier manage-
ment and better performance. These unique characteristics enable new solu-
tions that were either infeasible or impractical in traditional WANs.
We present CodedBulk, an end-to-end system that reduces the bandwidth
required for inter-datacenter bulk transfers. CodedBulk is rooted in a known
technique from the information theory community – network coding. Net-
work coding has been known not only for its significant theoretical benefits
but also for its challenging real-world implementation and adoption. Coded-
Bulk addresses the technical implementation challenges of network coding by
exploiting the unique characteristics of inter-datacenter bulk transfers. The de-
sign of CodedBulk is agnostic to the underlying transport layer, which allows
smooth integration into existing infrastructure. We run our system prototype
on inter-datacenter networks, and it demonstrates a significant throughput im-
provement resulting from the bandwidth reduction.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
1.1 Motivation
Today, web and cloud-based applications like search engines, social networks,
online file storage, video streaming, etc., provide services to potentially millions
of users and therefore the service providers require dedicated data centers to
store and process the large amounts of application and user data [1, 2, 3]. More-
over, these providers often use multiple of such data centers spread geograph-
ically in order to provide improved user-level performance and fault-tolerance
[4, 5]. These data centers are connected via private WANs, with links which
can span across continents [6, 7]. Further, these links carry traffic at rates above
several terabits per second, resulting in very high associated infrastructure costs
[7]. Moreover, additional objectives for the providers, like guaranteeing at least
over five nines of reliability [8], requires the operators to overprovision the net-
work, achieving less than half of the WAN utilization on average [6, 7], adding
further to the cost of the inter-datacenter networks.
Several designs [6, 7] tried to curb this under-utilization by employing cen-
tralized traffic engineering to dynamically adapt the rates at which traffic is sent
across the inter-datacenter network, particularly the delay-tolerant bulk-traffic
or the background traffic, which forms the majority of the data sent across the
inter-datacenter network [7, 9, 10]. Contrary to the low-volume, higher-priority
interactive traffic, bulk-traffic does not directly impact user-level performance
thus does not have any application specific deadlines [7]. One of the main
sources of bulk traffic is data replication – providers create geographically iso-
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lated copies of data for higher fault-tolerance and resilience, cache highly ac-
cessed data near to the locations with higher demands for reduced latency, or
simply create multiple backup copies for scheduled maintenance. Since a large
fraction of inter-datacenter traffic is bulk traffic, our main goal would be to re-
duce the required amount of bandwidth for the bulk-traffic, which accounts for
the major chunk of the infrastructure costs of the inter-datacenter networks.
The continuing decrease of the price and the power consumption of compu-
tation and storage at data centers leads to new design opportunities: We can use
computation and storage sources in exchange for lower bandwidth utilization –
through network coding. By treating the data as bits rather than commodities,
network coding, a subfield in information theory, illustrates that an appropri-
ate coding scheme allows each destination in a multicast session to reach its
max-flow throughput without additional link capacity [11, 12]. In other words,
network coding has the potential to send more data using less bandwidth.
1.2 Related Work
inter-datacenter Networks inter-datacenter networks interconnect geograph-
ically distributed data centers. Two well-known examples are SDN-enabled
Google’s B4 [6] and Microsoft’s SWAN [7]. Managing the wide-spread data
across inter-connected data centers is a challenging task, and a large fraction
of the literature addresses this issue. Microsoft’s Volley automatically places
application data across geo-distributed data centers while taking into account
the data sharing and inter-dependency [13]. Google operates a global scale
database named Spanner [14]. Mesa, a data warehousing system, handles the
2
measurement data related to Google’s advertising business across multiple data
centers [15]. SPANStore provides a unified view of the storage services across
geo-distributed data centers [16]. JetStream aggregates and degrades the stored
data to save the bandwidth needed to assemble the data [17]. Iridium aims to
achieve low latency geo-distributed analytics by prelocating datasets before the
arrivals of the queries [18]. Geode saves the inter-datacenter bandwidth for per-
forming data analytics by caching the intermediate results and transferring only
the differences [19].
Routing and Scheduling on inter-datacenter Networks The significant ex-
pense of network capacity leads to the scarcity of wide-area bandwidth [13, 19].
Therefore, inter-datacenter operators aim to achieve high utilization of their ex-
pensive links [6, 7]. NetStitcher leverages the in-network storage to store and
schedule the bulk traffic to fully utilize the network bandwidth [10]. [20] trans-
fers delay-tolerant bulk data through the Internet using off-peak prepaid band-
width via source scheduling policies.
Meanwhile, the growing inter-datacenter traffic imposes higher require-
ments on routing and scheduling. Owan controls both the optical devices and
the network layer to route bulk traffic through wide-area network [21]. [4] pro-
poses routing algorithms to steer bulk traffic through an inter-datacenter net-
work by an SDN controller. TEMPUS performs online temporal planning to
meet the deadline for both short-term and long-term demands [22]. Amoeba
also schedules inter-datacenter traffic to meet the deadline using admission con-
trol [23].
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Multicast Point to multiple points transfer is one of the long-lasting topics in
networking. Classical multicast solutions focus on the construction of and the
load balancing among a forest of multicast trees [24, 25, 26, 27, 28]. There is also
a line of work focusing on application layer multicasting such as [29], and we
refer the reader to [30] for a comprehensive survey.
Network Coding With negligible link latency, network coding demonstrates
that min-cut throughput can be achieved per destination by coding the symbols
[11]. [12] then shows that linear codes are sufficient for achieving the min-cut
throughput. As to how the linear codes can be generated, [31] proposes alge-
braic network coding that takes into account the information sent to each des-
tination; [32] uses random network coding that codes the symbols randomly
while maintaining probabilistic decoding guarantees; [33] gives a polynomial
time algorithm to compute the linear codes for each edge in a topological-
ordered network. In our work, we generalize the method in [33] to deal with
any given path sets.
A few attempts were made in the past to build a system that employs net-
work coding to improve throughput. One of the proposals is [34], which incor-
porates the encoding vectors into the packets and the packets are distinguished
by different redundancy offsets. Another design is COPE [35]. COPE aims to
perform network coding under wireless environments. One key difference be-
tween a wireless and a wired network is that the packets are broadcast to all
neighboring nodes in a wireless network, while the packet flows are routed
through paths in a wired network. As a result, COPE focuses on per-hop cod-
ing benefit rather than end-to-end coding as considered in this work. For radio
networks, analog network coding (ANC) proposes to exploit the interference,
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which is essentially a summation operation of the signals, to increase the net-
work capacity [36].
Although the above designs focus on practical networks, their deployment
to real networks is rarely seen as those designs run on routers [34] or base
stations [35, 36], which require the upgrade of the current devices to support
computationally-intense network coding functionality.
Other Network Coded Systems Network coding is also considered useful for
other purposes [37]. A line of work focuses on coding different segments or
blocks in the TCP connection to improve the robustness [38, 39]. [40] simulates
the benefit of network coding for a large-scale content distribution system. A
distributed storage system can also adopt network coding to reduce the stored
data while providing the same level of reliability [41]. The reader is referred to
[42] for a comprehensive survey.
1.3 Contributions and Organization of the Dissertation
We present CodedBulk, the first inter-datacenter bulk transfer system that em-
ploys network coding to reduce the bandwidth utilization of the bulk traffic.
CodedBulk demonstrates a 2× to 4× throughput improvement of the bulk traf-
fic over the non-coded cases without disturbing the interactive counterpart in
geo-distributed wide-area networks. The benefits are offered by overcoming the
following challenges.
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Multiple coded multicast sessions In an inter-datacenter network, multiple
multicast sessions can exist for data replication among different data centers.
Network coding saves the occupied bandwidth of each multicast session while
allocating bandwidth to multiple coded multicast flows involves fairness and
performance concerns, which remains open nowadays. By performing coding
at the application layer, load balancing among multiple coded multicast ses-
sions is achieved automatically by TCP fair sharing on each link.
Interactive non-coded traffic inter-datacenter networks have both the bulk
and the interactive traffic. The time-sensitive non-coded interactive traffic is
usually assigned a higher priority, which would make bulk traffic lack available
bandwidth. Such shared network condition is not considered in the traditional
network coding papers, which focus on a network dedicated to one coded traf-
fic only. CodedBulk addresses the bandwidth imbalance issues caused by the
interactive traffic by a bi-priority design that allows the coded bulk traffic to
adapt to bandwidth imbalance and utilize the available bandwidth fully.
Asymmetric delay and network asynchrony The latency varies among differ-
ent pairs of data centers in an inter-datacenter network due to the geographi-
cal distance and the underlying queueing policies. The asymmetric delay pat-
tern results in network asynchrony that prevents the nodes to collect all the re-
quired coding inputs at the same time, which serves as a foundation in most of
the network coding literature. To deal with network asynchrony, we introduce
the store-and-forward model using multihop TCPs. Unlike the end-to-end TCP
which performs rate control over one path. Multihop TCPs require some flow
control scheme to handle several segments. We apply a simple backpressure
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mechanism to ensure the multihop TCPs converge to the bottleneck capacity.
The dissertation is organized as follows. We first provide the network coding
preliminaries in Chapter 2. An overview of CodedBulk is given in Chapter 3 to
discuss the opportunities, challenges, design decisions, and system architecture.
The detailed architecture descriptions are elaborated in Chapter 4, followed by
our proposed coding algorithm in Chapter 5. We illustrate in Chapter 6 the
implementation challenges and our solutions. The performance of the imple-
mented CodedBulk is evaluated in Chapter 7. Chapter 8 summarizes the design
and lists some possible future directions.
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CHAPTER 2
NETWORK CODING PRILIMINARIES
2.1 Benefits of Network Coding: the Butterfly Example
Network coding is a subfield in information theory that examines the maximum
achievable throughput from a source to each of the destinations. One of the first
network coding examples demonstrated in [11] is the butterfly example as shown
in Figure 2.1.
s
v1 v2
v3
v4
d1 d2
(a) The network topology and the min-
cut of capacity 2.
s
v1 v2
v3
v4
d1 d2
A
A
A
B
B
BA+B
A+B A+B
(b) Network coding enables each desti-
nation to achieve throughput 2.
Figure 2.1: The butterfly example. The source s multicasts to two destinations
d1 and d2 on a directed unit-capacity network.
The butterfly example is established on a directed network consisting of unit
capacity links, with one source s multicasting to two destinations d1 and d2.
Disregarding transmission and processing delays – the delays of going through
a link and a node – and treating the disseminated data as commodities, the
maximum aggregate throughput received at all of the destinations is bounded
by the min-cut capacity of the network topology, which is 2 as shown by the
dashed red line in Figure 2.1(a).
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An important observation made by [11] is that the disseminated information
can not only be relayed as commodities but also be coded and decoded as bits.
Figure 2.1(b) shows one possible coding scheme, a set of codes for a multicast
flow, that improves the aggregate throughput. Let A and B be two bits sent out
from s at the same time. The node v3 combines A and B by a modulo 2 addition
(written as +), or an exclusive-or (XOR) operation. By doing so, both destina-
tions d1 and d2 have sufficient information to decode A and B independently. As
a result, the throughput per destination is 2, and the aggregate throughput is
boosted to 4, which is twice the throughput without coding.
2.2 Max-Flow/Min-Cut Theorems
The butterfly example reveals that the multicast throughput can be improved
through coding, and a natural followup question is how much gain can be ob-
tained by appropriate designed coding schemes. The question is answered by
the Theorem 1 in [11], which we summarize in the following theorems.
Theorem 2.2.1 (Max-Flow Theorem). There exists a coding scheme that achieves the
max-flow throughput of a (multicast) flow from the source to each destination.
Since the well-known max-flow min-cut theorem suggests that the max-flow
equals to the min-cut, we can express Theorem 2.2.1 in its dual form as follows.
Theorem 2.2.2 (Min-Cut Theorem). There exists a coding scheme that achieves the
min-cut capacity of a (multicast) flow from the source to each destination.
The butterfly example is a case achieving the min-cut capacity. As in Fig-
ure 2.1(a), the min-cut from s to either d1 or d2 is 2, and the codes allows both d1
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and d2 to reach their min-cut capacities.
2.3 Linear Network Coding
Although Theorem 2.2.1 (and Theorem 2.2.2) depicts the maximum achievable
throughput, it does not dictate which coding schemes should be used. In gen-
eral, there exist multiple coding schemes that all achieve per destination max-
flow.
As an illustration, we revisit the butterfly example in Figure 2.2. Figure 2.2(a)
shows a coding scheme, different from the one in Figure 2.1(b), which also al-
lows both destinations to decode A and B. It is possible to design an even more
complicated coding scheme to send max-flow to each destination like the one in
Figure 2.2(b), which involves negations.
s
v1 v2
v3
v4
d1 d2
A+B
A+B
A+B
B
B
BA
A A
(a) Another coding scheme that leads
to per destination max-flow.
s
v1 v2
v3
v4
d1 d2
¬A
A
¬A
B
¬B
¬BA+B
A+B ¬(A+B)
(b) A more complicated coding scheme
involving negation (¬).
Figure 2.2: Multiple coding schemes exist to achieve the min-cut capacity.
Despite the existence of numerous coding schemes, it is critical to ask how
one coding scheme can be obtained. [12] suggests one focus on linear codes only.
We illustrate what linear codes are as follows.
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2.3.1 Symbols, Base Fields, and Information Vectors
Instead of referring to the disseminated data in bits, we deem them as symbols
over some base field in the sense of information theory. Each symbol represents
a fixed length series of bits, and the size of the corresponding base field is the
number of distinct symbols. For instance, a symbol representing 1 bit belongs
to a base field of size 21 = 2. Similarly, an 8-bit symbol indicates a base field of
size 28 = 256.
The information transmitted from the source is partitioned into fixed dimen-
sion row vectors of symbols. Such row vectors are named information vectors. In
the butterfly example, each information vector, previously written by
[
A B
]
,
has dimension 2.
Given an information vector, the linear codes specify the linear combina-
tions of the symbols in the information vector in the form of column vectors.
Figure 2.3 shows the column vectors that lead to the same coding scheme as the
one in Figure 2.1(b).
s
v1 v2
v3
v4
d1 d2
[
1
0
]
[
1
0
]
[
1
0
]
[
0
1
]
[
0
1
]
[
0
1
][
1
1
]
[
1
1
] [
1
1
]
Figure 2.3: Linear coding expresses each coded symbol by a column vector.
The inner product of the information vector and the column vector gives
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the corresponding sent symbol. For instance, symbol A is sent through (s, v1) in
Figure 2.1(b), which can be written as
A = 1 · A + 0 · B =
[
A B
] 
1
0
 .
Therefore, the column vector

1
0
 gives symbol A. Similarly, the symbol A + B
can be represented by the column vector

1
1
 as it can be written as
A + B = 1 · A + 1 · B =
[
A B
] 
1
1
 .
2.3.2 Generalization to Finite Fields
Besides the binary base field in the above example, linear coding can also be
generalized for a field with a larger base field size by adopting finite field op-
erations. A finite field, sometimes named “Galois field” with the shorthand
notation GF, is a field containing a finite number of elements. A field, in the
sense of mathematics, is a set on which addition, subtraction (inverse-addition),
multiplication, and division (inverse-multiplication) are defined along with the
additive identity (usually written as “0”) and multiplicative identity (usually
written as “1”). The following field axioms are satisfied by the addition and the
multiplication operations. Let a, b, and c be three arbitrary elements in a field, a
field satisfies
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• Associativity of addition and multiplication.
a + (b + c) = (a + b) + c a · (b · c) = (a · b) · c
• Commutativity of addition and multiplication.
a + b = b + a a · b = b · a
• Distributivity of multiplication over addition.
a · (b + c) = (a · b) + (a · c)
The number of elements in a finite field is called the order of the field. For
example, the binary base field in the butterfly example is a GF(2), a finite field
of order 2, and XOR is the addition operation over GF(2).
In this work, our system codes over GF(28). To perform linear coding over
a base field with a larger size, we map the base field to a finite field with the
same order. The key step in the mapping is to determine the two arithmetic
operations: addition and multiplication. The addition can be done by the bit-
wise XOR operation, and the multiplication is chosen as the one used in the
Advanced Encryption Standard [43].
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CHAPTER 3
SYSTEM OVERVIEW
We give an overview of CodedBulk in this chapter. The chapter starts with
the design opportunities and challenges, followed by the design decisions. An
architecture overview of CodedBulk is given at the end of the chapter.
3.1 Opportunities
The inter-datacenter networks exhibit some special characteristics that differen-
tiate them from other router-based networks. We discuss in the followings the
new design opportunities resulting from those characteristics.
Delay-tolerant bulk transfers Over an inter-datacenter network, bulk trans-
fers are performed by large-scale service providers across data centers to
shorten content delivery latency, improve fault tolerance, increase data avail-
ability, and achieve load balancing. Those bandwidth demanding but delay
tolerant tasks are often scheduled in advance and carried by low-priority bulk
traffic.
The aforementioned nature of the bulk traffic allows new trade-offs in the
context of inter-datacenter networks. In particular, techniques that minimize the
bandwidth to transfer bulk traffic while not inflating the latency significantly are
highly desirable.
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sv1
v2
v3 v4
d2
d1
Figure 3.1: Google’s SDN-enabled inter-datacenter network, B4, is a cross-
continental wide-area network connecting 13 data centers. We mark
in blue a subnetwork as the 7-node example henceforth for concept
illustration.
Small-scale programmable networks Contrary to the huge number of nodes
in the Internet and the wide-area networks formed by multiple ISPs, inter-
datacenter networks comprise much fewer cites, only tens of data centers. For
example, Figure 3.1 shows Google’s B4 inter-datacenter network, which consists
of 13 nodes worldwide. Such a small scale allows solving complex optimization
problems that would otherwise lead to scalability concerns in data centers with
hundreds or thousands of switches. In addition, inter-datacenter networks like
B4 [6] and SWAN [7] are controlled by a single entity and often software-defined
enabled, thus making it easy to program the network by pre-configuring routes
and coding functions to efficiently implement coded bulk transfers.
Resource-rich intermediate nodes Unlike data center networks where nodes
along the path between the source and the destination are resource-constrained
switches, each node in an inter-datacenter network is a data center with abun-
dant computation and storage capacity. As a result, we can leverage the inter-
mediate nodes to buffer and code data before forwarding it at line rate, which
15
sv1
v2v3
v4d1 d2
A
A
A
B
B
BA+B
A+B A+B
Figure 3.2: A closer look of the 7-node topology from Figure 3.1. Assuming each
link has a unit capacity, we consider a multicast flow with source s
and two destinations d1 and d2. This 7-node example demonstrates
how a coding scheme can be deployed to allow both destinations
receive two unit symbols, A and B, concurrently in a network with
min-cut capacity 2. The symbols are merged at node v3 and decoded
at the destinations.
is impossible using commodity switches in data centers. By doing so, we can
trade-off a little computation and storage resources for less bulk traffic band-
width through network coding. For instance, the intermediate node v3 in Fig-
ure 3.2 buffers the symbols received from v1 and v2 and forwards the merged
symbols to v4 and d1, which is not feasible if v3 is a commodity switch instead of
a data center.1
3.2 Challenges
Multiple bulk transfers Traditional network coding literature examines the
case of a single source multicast traffic sending traffic over an empty network.
However, an inter-datacenter network can have multiple concurrent bulk trans-
fers at the same time. The coexistence of multiple bulk transfers leads to the rate
1It is also possible to achieve per destination min-cut capacity in the 7-node example by
routing and mirroring. Here we use the 7-node example for simpler coding scheme illustration.
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sharing issues that are not well-studied in the network coding literature. As a
result, we need to address the rate sharing issues among multiple coded bulk
transfers in our design, which can involve throughput, fairness, or utilization
concerns.
Non-uniform bandwidth availability An inter-datacenter network has not
only the low-priority bulk transfers but also the high-priority interactive traf-
fic. In particular, B4 carries three main kinds of traffic [6]: high priority (and
latency sensitive) interactive traffic comprising copying of end-user application
data mainly for higher availability, lower priority traffic linked with retrieval of
remotely stored data for computational purposes, and the lowest priority (and
relatively most latency agnostic) bulk traffic mainly comprising of large-scale
copies of datasets across the sites for synchronization among the data centers.
This layered priority design grants bandwidth accordingly and results in vary-
ing bandwidth for the lower-priority traffic, especially the bulk transfers. Such
a non-uniform bandwidth availability can hurt the performance of the designed
coding scheme, which we illustrate in Figure 3.3.
Figure 3.3(a) shows the fully-utilized 7-node network using the coding
scheme in Figure 3.2. The co-existing high-priority interactive traffic shares
some link with the coded bulk traffic and causes the under-utilization of the
other links as in Figure 3.3(b). We name this phenomenon the blocking effect,
which will be discussed in details in Chapter 6.
Asymmetric transmission latency Non-uniform delay across paths is not con-
sidered in traditional network coding literature. Disregarding propagation de-
lay and processing time, the network is deemed fully synchronized, which al-
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sv1
v2v3
v4d1 d2
(a) The coded traffic fully utilizes all
available bandwidth.
sv1
v2v3
v4d1 d2
(b) The existence of interactive traffic (red
dashed arrow) leads to bandwidth
under-utilization.
Figure 3.3: In the presence of interactive traffic, the available bandwidth for the
coded bulk traffic decreases, which leads to under-utilization of non-
congested links.
(a) Google’s B4. (b) Microsoft’s SWAN
Figure 3.4: Inter-datacenter networks spread worldwide. Different links con-
necting different pairs of cites can lead to different transmission la-
tency, which prevents the network being perfectly synchronized.
lows the symbols being coded and forwarded upon arrival. An inter-datacenter
network, however, operates asynchronously in practice due to asymmetric
transmission latency among the paths. For instance, Figure 3.4 shows the inter-
datacenter network topologies of Google’s B4 (Figure 3.4(a)) and Microsoft’s
SWAN (Figure 3.4(b)), in which the geographically separated cites are connected
by links of various lengths and delays. As a result, the symbols collected from
distinct cites undergo different delays that prevent them from being received at
the same time for coding.
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3.3 Design Decisions
We design CodedBulk to allow minimal-change integration to existing inter-
datacenter networks, such as B4 [6] and SWAN [7]. To start with, we elaborate
the design features of the existing inter-datacenter networks.
Existing inter-datacenter designs like B4 [6] and SWAN [7] leverage central-
ized SDN-based traffic engineering to improve the average inter-datacenter link
utilization. The key motivating factor behind the approach is twofold – First,
complete programmability is possible as all data centers belong to one same en-
tity end-to-end from physical infrastructure to application software; Second, the
scalability concerns about centralization are ruled out by the small scale of the
inter-datacenter networks consisting of only tens of the data centers. These de-
signs also introduce a prioritized framework for the interactive (high priority)
and the bulk (low priority) traffic. Moreover, their centralized routing mech-
anisms periodically find the optimal paths for the flows depending upon the
traffic and program the switches across all the sites in a synchronized manner.
We design CodedBulk to exploit the existing features, explore the new op-
portunities, and handle the aforementioned challenges, and our design deci-
sions are summarized in Table 3.1. In particular, CodedBulk employs network
coding on top of the network/transport layer functionalities provided by these
SDN-based approaches. Hence, routing and transport for the non-coded inter-
active traffic remain unchanged from the underlying network design. For the
coded bulk traffic, CodedBulk introduce the store-and-forward model to tackle
the asymmetric transmission latency. Multi-hop TCPs are used to perform load
balancing among multiple coded sessions. Taking the pre-scheduled bulk ses-
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Table 3.1: Design decisions of CodedBulk with their corresponding rationale
and implementation challenges. The challenges will be addressed in
Chapter 6.
Design Decision Rationale Challenges
Network coding Each node is a data center of rich
computation resources.
Computational over-
head at intermediate
nodes.
Store-and-forward
model
Each node is a data center having
plenty of storage.
Bulk traffic is delay-tolerant.
Data accumulation at
intermediate nodes.
Multi-hop TCP Fair sharing among multiple bulk
traffic is done on a per-link basis.
Coding above the transport layer
leverages existing lower layer net-
work functions.
End-to-end flow rate
control.
Centralized coding
scheme computation
SDN-enabled network allows cen-
tralized computation and deploy-
ment of the coding scheme.
Bulk traffic is pre-scheduled.
Non-uniform band-
width availablility.
sions into account, the corresponding coding schemes are generated by the cen-
tralized SDN controller which maintains a full view of the network topology.
The design decisions accompany some implementation challenges: Network
coding imposes computational overhead at each node; the store-and-forward
model would lead to data accumulation at an intermediate node when its avail-
able upstream and downstream bandwidth is imbalanced; Breaking end-to-end
TCP into multi-hop TCPs requires an appropriate rate control mechanism to
orchestrate the resulting subconnections; Non-uniform bandwidth availability
can obsolete the pre-computed coding scheme. We will discuss our approaches
to those challenges in Chapter 6.
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Data Center Data CenterData Center
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Multicast
Agent
Multicast
Agent
Multicast
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Figure 3.5: Architecture overview of CodedBulk.
3.4 CodedBulk in a Nutshell
In Figure 3.5, we provide a brief architecture overview of CodedBulk. Coded-
Bulk consists of three main parts in an inter-datacenter network: the multicast
agents, the proxies, and the centralized controller.
Each multicast agent handles one multicast bulk transfer. When a data cen-
ter issues a multicast task, it creates one corresponding multicast agent sender.
The multicast agent sender will inform the destination data centers to create the
multicast agent receivers. Meanwhile, it notifies the centralized controller of the
source and the destinations of the bulk transfer for coding scheme computation.
Once the coding scheme is established, the multicast agent forwards the bulk
traffic for coding to the proxy at the node. Logically, each data center has one
proxy that performs the network coding functions installed by the centralized
controller. The proxy establishes multi-hop TCPs with and forwards coded traf-
fic to the proxies at the neighboring data centers. The proxy also decodes the
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information and dispatches it to the corresponding multicast agent receivers.
The centralized controller maintains a global view of the underlying inter-
datacenter network, collects the bulk traffic information from the multicast
agents, computes the coding schemes, and deploys the coding functions to the
proxies.
We will scrutinize the architectures of the multicast agent and the proxy in
Chapter 4 and elaborate our coding algorithm at the centralized controller in
Chapter 5.
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CHAPTER 4
DESIGN DETAILS
The main task of CodedBulk is to improve the throughput of bulk transfer.
We leverage network coding to approach such goal. Network coding reduces
the bandwidth requirement of a multicast traffic and hence min-cut capacity can
be achieved at each destination in theory [11]. In this chapter, we present our
system design to incorporate network coding into inter-datacenter bulk transfer.
We begin the chapter with the two basic entities in the system: multicast agent
and TCP proxy. The TCP proxies establish hop-by-hop TCPs and we introduce
flow identifier to identify the connections. On top of the TCP proxies, we develop
the coding functionality. At each proxy, we install a codec manager that aggre-
gates the codecs. Codecs are described by the code maps to merge the incoming
data streams.
In the following context, we let G = (V, E) be the underlying network topol-
ogy, where V is the set of nodes (data centers) and E is the set of the edges.
Without further specification, edge capacity is included in the topology infor-
mation at each edge. A path is defined as a single-path route in the network,
and we use the terms “path” and “route” interchangeably without confusion.
4.1 Multicast Agent
A multicast flow disseminates data to a set of destinations through a multicast
agent (MA), which handles the communication between the source and the des-
tinations. In practice, the data of a multicast flow can be generated by an appli-
cation, and the multicast agent can be a socket, an interface, or the application
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itself that supports multicast functionality. A multicast agent consists of two
sides: the sender side and the receiver sides, and we refer to the sender side by
MAt and the receiver sides by MAr.
MAt sends data to each MAr through a set of multicast path sets (MPSs). An
MPS consists of one path to each destination. Although the edges occupied by
the paths in an MPS form a tree, we still present such multicast structure in
terms of a set of paths rather than a tree, which allows us to assign two different
symbols to two different paths sharing the same edge later in the chapter.
For each path in an MPS, MAt and MAr establish a TCP connection on it
as in Figure 4.1. As such, MAt can send data through a specific path by send-
ing it through the corresponding TCP. The TCPs also limit the data rate of an
MPS. MAt sends data through the paths in an MPS with a rate no more than the
smallest throughput within the corresponding TCPs.
When multiple MPSs are available for an MAt, the MAt can multicast data
through the MPSs1. Regarding the load balancing among those MPSs, this work
relies on the convergence of the TCPs to determine a “fair share” for each MPS.
App
IPC
MAt
App
MAr
App
MAr
TCP
Figure 4.1: Multicast agents disseminate data from a source to corresponding
destinations. Dashed squares represent the nodes.
The MPSs can be given by some existing routing algorithms. In CodedBulk,
1Some sequence reordering mechanisms might be needed for MAr to guarantee in order
delivery as in MPTCP [44].
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an SDN centralized controller is in charge of generating MPSs for multicast
flows. The multicast agents first report their source and destinations to the SDN
centralized controller. The controller will generate a set of MPSs for each mul-
ticast flow by Algorithm 1 and install those sets of MPSs to the corresponding
multicast agents. Each multicast agents then send data through the assigned
MPSs.
Algorithm 1 generates the MPSs by first finding a set of routes to each desti-
nation. Those routes are explored by a greedy path exploration algorithm (Al-
gorithm 2), which keeps searching for a path until no path can be found. Algo-
rithm 2 starts with a full network topology, repeatedly finds an available path
in a greedy fashion, removes the path with maximum available bandwidth, and
terminates when the source is separated from the destination.
Algorithm 1: Multicast path set generation
Input: The network topology G = (V, E). The multicast flow f with source
s ∈ V and the destinations D ⊂ V where s < D.
Output: The set of MPSsMDs .
1: MDs ← ∅.
2: Obtain Psd using Algorithm 2 for all d ∈ D.
3: while Psd is non-empty for all d ∈ D do
4: Let psd be a path in Psd for all d ∈ D.
5: Generate an MPS M =
⋃
d∈D
{psd} and add it toMDs .
6: Psd ← Psd \ psd for all d ∈ D.
7: end while
8: return MDs .
4.2 TCP Proxy
Performing network coding requires computation at each node. We perform
the computations at the application layer by introducing a proxy at each data
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Algorithm 2: Greedy path exploration
Input: The network topology G = (V, E). The source s ∈ V and the destination
d ∈ V .
Output: The set of distinct paths Psd between s and d.
1: Psd ← ∅.
2: Let G′ be a copy of G.
3: while There exists a path p from s to d with non-zero bandwidth in G′ do
4: Find the maximum available bandwidth for p and subtract it from the
capacity of the edges that p goes through from G′.
5: Psd ← Psd ∪ {p}.
6: end while
7: return Psd.
App
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Proxy
App
MAr
Proxy
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Proxy Proxy
TCP
Figure 4.2: Proxies receive data from a multicast agent sender and multicast it
to the destinations. The data is coded hop-by-hop and forwarded by
the proxies.
center. As the proxy operates at the application layer, the ordering and loss
issues of the data stream is handled by the underlying transport layer, and the
coding is performed on the data.
Without proxies, MAt sends to each MAr directly. We introduce proxies such
that MAt sends data to the proxy at the source using inter-process communica-
tion (IPC) and relies on the proxies to deliver the data to each MAr as in Fig-
ure 4.2. One thing noticeable is that a node can have multiple MAs, but there is
only one proxy at each node.
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Figure 4.3 shows the architecture of a proxy. In this work, we consider
TCP proxies, which break an end-to-end TCP connection into multiple hop-by-
hop TCP connections. Each hop-by-hop TCP connection lies between a pair of
neighboring proxies. Such scheme is also known as “split TCP” [45].
A proxy contains a codec manager that manages a set of registered codecs.
Once new data is received, the proxy stores the data and calls the codec manager
to match the data to the corresponding codecs.
Data Center
Proxy
Data Center
Proxy
Data Center
Proxy
Codec Manager
Codec Codec Codec
TCP Connections
Figure 4.3: Proxy architecture.
4.3 Hop-by-Hop TCP and Flow Identifier
Given a simple path p1, we partition it into hop-by-hop TCP connections and
mark those connections with a flow identifier (FI) p1. In this work, FI is a 4-byte
integer. Each node will have at most one TCP sender and one TCP receiver
of the same FI, we mark them FIt and FIr, respectively. With a slight abuse of
notation, we refer to a path by its FI and vice versa.
To setup the hop-by-hop TCP connections, the centralized controller specify
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the next hop for each FI at each proxy. This procedure is similar to installing a
routing rule at a router. Although the next hop information is available, the FIt
is not established until the proxy needs to forward data to it.
As to how hop-by-hop TCP connections will be established, the proxy listens
to a predetermined TCP port for hop-by-hop TCP establishment. When a TCP
client at the remote, or an FIt, connects to the port, the proxy creates a TCP server
that expects FI as the first message, followed by the data stream. Once the TCP
connection is established, the client sends its FI to the server and the server will
be assigned as FIr. As such the FIt and FIr pair is connected, and the data will be
streamed from FIt to FIr.
We deem each byte in the data stream a symbol, which is the basic coding
unit in network coding theory. In the literature, a symbol is represented by a
single bit [35], an 8-bit, or a 16-bit unit [34]. We choose one byte as the basic
unit, since finite field arithmetic operations over GF(28) is a building block for
the well-known Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) [43].
4.4 Codec Manager
Each proxy has one codec manager which aggregates the available codecs and
provides a unified interface for coded data stream handling. Whenever a proxy
receives a data stream from some FIr, it consults with its codec manager to deter-
mine if some codecs require the data stream. If so, the data stream is distributed
to the required codecs by the codec manager. Otherwise, the data stream is
discarded as if no rule routes it from the inport to an outport in a router.
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Codec Manager
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(FI1,FI2) → (FI1,FI4)
(FI2,FI3) → (FI3)
FIr1
FIr2
FIr3
FIt1
FIt4
FIt3
Figure 4.4: Codec manager forwards data stream from FIr to the corresponding
codecs. The output data stream is then sent to the FIt.
The above workflow is demonstrated in Figure 4.4. Comparing with a router,
registering a codec at the codec manager is analogous to installing a routing rule
at the routing table. In that sense, coding is similar to routing. The difference
is that routing does not generate additional packets, and each packet can only
be forwarded according to one rule (or one sequence of rules). In contrast, one
data stream can “match against” several codecs, and each codec can produce
multiple output data streams.
4.5 Codec
As shown in Figure 4.4, the codec manager maintains a set of codecs that code
the input data streams to be output data streams. In this work, the codecs are
registered at the codec manager by the centralized controller. The controller
computes the codes for each proxy in the form of code maps and the codecs are
created accordingly.
A codec performs coding based on its code map. A code map is defined by
the input FIrs, the output FIts, and the code matrix that describes the linear map
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from the inputs to the outputs. We illustrate how a code map is written in the
following simple example.
Example 4.5.1 (Code Map: Simple Forwarding). One of the simplest code maps is
forwarding. Given a path p1, the following code map takes the input symbol from the
input (TCP receiver) with FI p1, multiplies it by identity, and sends it to the output
(TCP sender) with FI p1:
mapping: (p1)→ (p1),
code matrix:
[
1
]
.
If we have another forwarding code map that forwards FI p1 to FI p2, together with
the above one, we can duplicate the symbol received from the input with FI p1 to the
outputs with FI p1 and p2.
To demonstrate how we can use code maps to realize desired codes, we re-
visit the 7-node example that is introduced in Chapter 3.
Example 4.5.2 (7-node Example Revisit). Consider the 7-node example in Figure 3.1.
Suppose we are given two MPSs as in Figure 4.5(a). The green MPS consists of paths
p1 and p3, and the other has p2 and p4. Our goal is to construct the code maps to achieve
the codes in Figure 4.5(b), in which A is a symbol sent through the green MPS and B is
a symbol carried by the blue.
We start with the paths partitioned into hop-by-hop TCP connections in Fig-
ure 4.5(c), and then we design code maps to fit symbols to the TCP connections.
The simplest code map would be the forwarding code map at v1. The code map takes
symbol A from p1r and forwards it to p1t. We can also derive the code maps at v2 and v4
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(c) Hop-by-hop TCP connections and their
FIs.
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(d) Established TCP connections.
Figure 4.5: The 7-node example. Given the MPSs and the desirable codes, we
can derive the corresponding code maps to realize the codes. The
derived code maps establish only a subset of the available hop-by-
hop TCP connections.
easily. As shown in the previous example, duplication can be done by two forwarding
code maps.
The code maps at the source s involves selection. s selects only A to send to p1t
(and only B to p3t), which is equivalent to multiplying the symbols from p1r and p4r
by identity and zero, respectively, and summing the results together. Such operation
can be written as a matrix multiplication, which leads to the code map in Table 4.1.
Similarly, merging symbols, or linear combining symbols, can also be expressed by a
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Table 4.1: The code maps of the registered codecs at each node in the 7-node
example.
Node Code Maps
s
(p1, p4)→ (p1),
[
1 0
]
(p2, p3)→ (p3),
[
1 0
]
v1 (p1)→ (p1),
[
1
]
v2
(p3)→ (p2),
[
1
]
(p3)→ (p3),
[
1
]
v3
(p1, p2)→ (p1),
[
1 0
]
(p1, p2)→ (p2),
[
1 1
]
v4
(p2)→ (p2),
[
1
]
(p2)→ (p4),
[
1
]
d1 (p1, p2)→ (p1, p2),
[
1 0
1 1
]
d2 (p3, p4)→ (p3, p4),
[
1 1
1 0
]
matrix multiplication. One such case is at v3, the symbols from p1r and p2r are combined
and sent to p2t.
Deriving the code maps at the destinations is a little more involved. At d1, we want
to decode A for p1t and B for p2t, while we receive A from p1r and A + B from p2r.
Therefore, we can express the relationship by the following equation
symbol from pr1
symbol from pr2
 =

1 0
1 1


symbol to pt1
symbol to pt2
 .
As a result, the code map can be written as
mapping: (p1, p2)→ (p1, p2),
code matrix:

1 0
1 1

−1
=

1 0
1 1
 .
And the code map at d2 can be obtained in the same way.
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At this point, we have learned how to derive all the code maps in Table 4.1. We
remark that not all the hop-by-hop TCP connections will be established and utilized by
the derived code maps: only the ones in Figure 4.5(d) will be used.
As demonstrated in the example above, we don’t and need not differentiate
between coding and decoding. Essentially, they are the same: multiplying the
symbols by a code matrix.
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CHAPTER 5
CODING ALGORITHM
As to how the code maps can be generated, we develop a cycle-aware coding
algorithm in this chapter. It computes the code maps at each node by greed-
ily merging the given paths. The purpose of the algorithm is to produce codes
using the given paths from any existing network layer. Since no constraint is im-
posed on the given paths, cycles may exist among them, which paralyze existing
coding algorithm. Our cycle-aware coding algorithm takes such situations into
account and remains effective even in the presence of cycles.
In the literature, most of the network coding algorithms aim to associate a
symbol with each edge. In this work, however, we assign a symbol to each
hop-by-hop TCP connection. Since an edge can carry several hop-by-hop TCP
connections, several symbols can be sent through the same edge, which allows
superposition of different coded flows.
Besides the edge-based code generation, most network coding algorithms,
including the well-known polynomial-time coding algorithm [33], require the
knowledge of the network to both generate paths (or sometimes trees) and the
corresponding symbols on each edge for the multicast session. In our design,
we develop an algorithm that takes only predetermined MPSs as the input, and
generate the codecs at each node that leads to the corresponding symbols for
each hop-by-hop TCP connections.
The coding algorithm we develop in this work, named cycle-aware coding
algorithm (Algorithm 6), is inspired by [33]. However, our algorithm is more
general than [33] as
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• the network topology is not needed as our algorithm assumes the MPSs
are given and it will not jointly determine the paths and the codes.
• our algorithm does not require the given paths to be edge-disjoint and a
topological order of the network topology to exist. It assigns symbols to
hop-by-hop TCPs instead of edges and resolves the dependency deadlock
when the given paths form cycles.
5.1 Codec Generation
Given the MPSs, we generate the codecs at each node by merging the paths to-
gether as inspired by [33]. Assuming that each MPS disseminates one symbol
to the destinations, we merge paths while maintaining all the symbols “decod-
able” at each destination.
For a multicast flow with the source s and the set of destinations D ⊂ V , let
MDs be the given set of MPSs consisting of |MDs |MPSs. We express one original
symbol for each MPS by a unit vector of dimension |MDs |, called a content vector.
As such, linear combinations of the original symbols, or the coded symbols, can
be written as |MDs | dimension content vectors. We associate each path in an MPS
M ∈ MDs with the corresponding unit content vector.
Let Psd be the set of the paths from s to d and Pv be the set of paths going
through node v in all the MPSs. We collect the content vectors of the paths
in Psd as the rows in the basis matrix Csd at each destination d. For each path
p, we denote by cp the last content vector assigned to its edges and by ip the
information carrying FI. Information carrying FI is the FI that currently carries
the content vector, initially set as the FI of the path itself.
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Algorithm 3: Codec generation for node v
Input: The set of paths Pv and the basis matrices Csd for all d ∈ D.
Output: Updated basis matrices Csd for all d ∈ D.
1: while Pv , ∅ do
2: Select the paths from Pv that go through the same next edge after v but
with different destinations, and store them in P.
3: Use the method in [33] to find a vector u =
∑
p∈P
ηpcp such that Csd for all
d ∈ D are all full-rank (invertible) after replacing cp with u for all p ∈ P.
4: Let P = {p1, p2, . . . , pn}. Register a codec at v with the code map
mapping: (ip1 , ip2 , . . . , ipn)→ (p1),
code matrix:
[
ηp1 ηp2 · · · ηpn
]
.
5: cp ← u and ip ← p1 for all p ∈ P.
6: P← P \ Pv.
7: end while
8: return Csd for all d ∈ D.
We summarize in Algorithm 3 how the codecs are generated at each node
v, which will be the building block of our cycle-aware coding algorithm (Algo-
rithm 6).
5.2 Dependency Deadlock Resolve
Algorithm 3 can generate the codecs at a node v if the codecs have been decided
for all nodes prior to v of the paths in Pv. In [33], the authors assume the exis-
tence of a topological order in the network, and generate the codes accordingly.
Generating codecs under a topological order ensures all prior nodes have been
processed before a node is under consideration.
In our setting, it is possible that a topological order does not exist because
the network topology is not necessarily directed acyclic. Instead, an inter-
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datacenter network usually consists of bidirectional links. As a result, the un-
derlying network layer can give MPSs that contain paths forming cycles. In
other words, the paths of the given MPSs do not hold a topological order, and
we aim to code such given MPSs as well.
A cycle tangles a pair of nodes to depend on each other. We call such issue a
dependency deadlock. In the following example, we explains how cycles create a
dependency deadlock and why we can’t simply ignore the cycle.
s
d1 d2
p2
p1 p3
p4
(a) The paths p2 and p4 forms a cycle on
edge (d1, d2).
s
d1 d2
A A
(b) Sending traffic on the maximum ca-
pacity directed subgraph achieves
throughput 1.
s
d1 d2
A B
A
B
(c) The optimal throughput involves the utilization of the bandwidth
in both directions.
Figure 5.1: A cyclic network with s multicasting to d1 and d2.
Example 5.2.1 (Cycles and Dependency Deadlock). The simplest dependency dead-
lock example would be coding over a triangular network. Consider three nodes s, d1, and
d2 in Figure 5.1. Suppose the two given MPSs are
MPS1 : p1 = (s, d1), MPS2 : p2 = (s, d2, d1),
p3 = (s, d2). p4 = (s, d1, d2).
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The MPSs are marked green and blue in Figure 5.1(a).
After the codecs at s are computed, the codes for all the hop-by-hop TCPs on (s, d1)
and (s, d2) are determined. Meanwhile, we encounter a dependency deadlock when
choosing the next node to code. If we choose d1 as the next node, since the code on
(d2, d1) is not yet decided, we can’t compute the codec at d1. Similar problem is encoun-
tered if we choose d2 to code first.
One way to deal with the cycles is to ignore them. For instance, one might extract
the maximum capacity directed subgraph from the original network first and send traffic
only upon it. However, such approach would lead to performance degradation as shown
in Figure 5.1(b).
To resolve this dependency deadlock, we can choose one node arbitrarily, say d2, and
force all the incoming paths forwarding the latest decided symbols to the node. In this
case, we ask p4 to forward through (d2, d1) the same symbol as the symbol on (s, d2).
Therefore, the symbol on the hop-by-hop TCP (d2, d1) is decided (which is B in this
case), and the codecs at d1 can be computed. In this way, we can send the traffic that
achieves the min-cut capacity per destination as in Figure 5.1(c).
The optimal coding scheme in Example 5.2.1 can be realized by pure routing
and one might suspect if pure routing is sufficient when cycles are presented.
In the following example, we show that we must leverage both directions of a
cycle to reach the optimal performance.
Example 5.2.2 (Insufficiency of Routing under Cycles). Consider a tweaked but-
terfly example in Figure 5.2. One multicast flow sends from s to three destinations d1,
d2, and d3. A bidirectional link (d1, d3) provides unit capacity for both directions. The
optimal coding scheme involves merging the symbols at v3 and utilizes both directions
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sd3 v2
v3
v4
d1 d2
A+B B
A+B B
BA
A A
A+B
A
Figure 5.2: Routing is insufficient in achieving the per destination min-cut ca-
pacity in a unit capacity network consisting of some undirected
links. A multicast flow sends from s to three destinations d1, d2, and
d3. The red line represents an undirected link, and the optimal cod-
ing scheme both performs coding at v3 and utilizes the bandwidth of
(d1, d3) bidirectionally.
of (d1, d3) to achieve per destination min-cut capacity 2. If one direction is neglected,
the min-cut capacity becomes 1, which implies that no coding scheme would be able to
achieve throughput more than 1 per destination.
This cycle issue is also observed in the network coding literature [11, 46]. To
handle the cycles, convolutional network coding is adopted and proven optimal
theoretically [46]. Convolutional network coding takes into account the delay
of the links and cross-codes the symbols that belong to different time steps. As a
result, the computation of the convolutional codes requires precise knowledge
of the network delay; the coding scheme will be time-dependent; the codec ar-
chitecture would be much more complicated; and the existing algorithm [46] is
much harder to implement than [33]. Therefore, we introduce a simple tweak
into [33] that allows our simple codec architecture to deal with the dependency
deadlock without needing the precise delay information.
As in the above examples, the idea of dealing with dependency deadlock is
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to “skip” some nodes in some paths to restore the topological order. To do so,
we introduce a node pointer np for each path p. The node pointer points to the
first node in path that no codec has been installed regarding the symbol sent on
the path. In other words, a node pointer specifies the node at which new codecs
should be installed for the path. By definition, np points to the source node s in
the beginning for all paths.
To decide which node to generate codes, we check if there exists a node that
the paths going through it have all the prior nodes processed. If so, the node will
be chosen to generate codecs. Otherwise, we choose a node arbitrarily and skip
all prior non-processed nodes for each path by installing a forwarding codec.
The procedure is summarized in Algorithm 4. We remark that Algorithm 4
results in a topological order whenever there exists one.
Algorithm 4: Finding the next node to code
Input: The set Pwhich consists of non-empty Pv.
Output: The next node to code v.
1: if There exists v where Pv ∈ P such that np = v for all p ∈ Pv then
2: return v
3: end if
4: Pick Pv ∈ P for some v.
5: for p ∈ Pv do
6: while np , v do
7: Pnp ← Pnp \ p. If Pnp = ∅, remove it from P.
8: Register a forwarding codec at np with the code map
mapping: (ip)→ (p),
code matrix:
[
1
]
.
9: ip ← p.
10: Point np to the next hop.
11: end while
12: end for
13: return v
Algorithm 4 can be viewed from another angle. Consider again the 3-node
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cyclic network in Example 5.2.1. In Figure 5.1(c), the node d2 is chosen to be
“skipped,” which can be deemed as if we replace the link (d2, d1) by installing
a dummy mirroring node on (s, d2). Such operation is depicted in Figure 5.3(a).
After the transformation, the network is acyclic with a topological order. Ac-
cording to the topological order, we can find the codecs at each node by Algo-
rithm 3.
s
d1 d2
(a) The cycle can be removed by adding
a dummy mirroring node on the up-
stream link (s, d2).
s
d1 d2
A
B
B
B
A
B
(b) Adding the dummy node makes the
network acyclic, and hence the coding
scheme can be found by Algorithm 3
according to a topological order.
Figure 5.3: Algorithm 4 resolves dependency deadlock by breaking the cycles
arbitrarily. Alternatively, the operation can also be interpreted as
installing auxiliary dummy nodes.
5.3 Cycle-Aware Coding Algorithm
Combining the codec generation (Algorithm 3) and the next node finding (Al-
gorithm 4) procedures, we propose our cycle-aware coding algorithm in Al-
gorithm 6. To improve readability, we specify the initialization setup in Algo-
rithm 5.
In our system, the centralized controller collects the source and the desti-
nations of the multicast flows in the network and utilizes Algorithm 1 to route
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them through MPSs according to the sensed network topology. The generated
MPSs are then fed to Algorithm 6 to register codecs at each node.
After generating the codes for all the nodes besides the destinations, we de-
rive the code matrices for the decoding code maps at each destination as in line
8 of Algorithm 6. Notice that Csd is invertible since Algorithm 3 maintains each
Csd full-rank when merging the symbols.
Algorithm 5: Variable Initialization
1: for each destination d ∈ D do
2: Assign a distinct unit content vector of dimension |MDs | for each MPS.
3: Let Pv be the set of paths going through node v in all the MPSs.
4: Let P be the set of all non-empty Pv, v < D.
5: Let Psd be the set of the paths from s to d.
6: Setup basis matrices Csd.
7: end for
8: for each path p do
9: Setup content vectors cp to be the same as the content vector of the
corresponding MPS.
10: Setup information carrying FI ip ← p.
11: Setup node pointers np ← s.
12: end for
Algorithm 6: Cycle-aware coding algorithm
Input: The set of MPSsMDs with the source s and the set of destinations D.
Output: The codecs at each node v traversed by some path inMDs .
1: Initialize the variables (Algorithm 5).
2: while P , ∅ do
3: Obtain the next node v to code by Algorithm 4
4: Generate the codecs at v by Algorithm 3.
5: P ← P \ Pv.
6: end while
7: for d ∈ D do
8: Let Psd = {p1, p2, . . . , pn}. Register at destination d a decoding code map
mapping: (ip1 , ip2 , . . . , ipn)→ (p1, p2, . . . , pn),
code matrix: C −1sd .
9: end for
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CHAPTER 6
IMPLEMENTATION CHALLENGES
In this chapter, we describe the implementation challenges of our system de-
sign. We categorize the main challenges into four major groups: load balancing,
codec efficiency, coding performance, and memory management. In the follow-
ing subsections, we describe those challenges and the corresponding methods
CodedBulk adopt to deal with them.
6.1 Load Balancing
Since a network is shared by a huge number of flows, the bandwidth available
for each flow is usually asymmetric. We elaborate below the load balancing
techniques in CodedBulk.
6.1.1 Hop-by-Hop Data Accumulation
In CodedBulk, we adopt hop-by-hop TCP to send coded traffic as stated in Sec-
tion 4.3. Without any rate control mechanism, greedy hop-by-hop transfer can
result in data accumulation at the intermediate nodes when the incoming rate is
larger than the outgoing rate. Such accumulation can be unbounded when the
downstream links are shared and congested while there is plenty of bandwidth
on the upstream links.
To avoid unbounded accumulation, one can perform rate control over the
hop-by-hop TCPs. In CodedBulk, we utilize a back-pressure based rate control
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s v1 v2
(a) The coded traffic fully utilizes all avail-
able bandwidth.
s v1 v2
×
(b) A full buffer will stop taking input
from the receiver.
s1
s2
v1 v2
(c) Two buffers are installed per TCP
receiver when multiple inputs are
merged into one output.
s1
s2
v1 v2
×
(d) As such, the sending rates of the up-
stream TCPs are both confined by the
downstream.
Figure 6.1: The imbalanced bandwidth between the upstream and the down-
stream TCPs is handled by a back-pressure rate control mechanism
using buffers. One buffer is associated with each TCP receiver. Once
the upstream TCP sends faster than the downstream. The buffer will
be filled and stop getting input, which slows down the upstream
TCP.
as shown in Figure 6.1 that can be done locally. The idea is simple: we intro-
duce an RX buffer at the proxy for each FIr and impose a limit on it. Such a
proxy RX buffer keeps pulling data from FIr until it is full. When the proxy RX
buffer is full and stops pulling from FIr, the TCP RX buffer of FIr will be filled
and the transport layer protocol slows down FIr automatically. Meanwhile, an
input symbol is removed from the proxy RX buffer when its corresponding out-
put symbols are sent. As such, the downstream congestion can slow down the
upstream by this simple design.
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6.1.2 Concurrent Multicast Flows
An inter-datacenter network may carry multiple concurrent multicast flows.
Supporting multiple flows can easily be done with CodedBulk by superposi-
tion. As long as a distinct FI is given to each path, the codecs generated for each
multicast flow will access different FIrs and FIts.
Distinct FIs allow multiple multicast flows send through the network at the
same time. What is left unspecified is the bandwidth sharing amongst the con-
current bulk traffic. In CodedBulk, we leverage the underlying TCP congestion
control mechanism to lead to the fair-share convergence of the hop-by-hop TCP
connections. Together with the rate control design in Section 6.1.1, the band-
width sharing at each link can be automatically achieved.
6.1.3 Asymmetric Bandwidth and Blocking Effect
Although Algorithm 6 does not need the bandwidth information for each path
to generate the codecs, asymmetric available bandwidth can still affect the per-
formance of coding. We illustrate the problem below.
Consider a codec which merges two data streams from p1r and p2r to one
output data stream. If the data rate of p1r is smaller than p2r, the codec can
only output at the data rate no more than p1r’s. As a result, the unprocessed p2r
data is accumulated. Given the back pressure rate control mechanism in Section
6.1.1, p2r will reduce its data rate when the accumulation exceeds the imposed
limit. In other words, the low data rate of p1r “blocks” p2r, and hence we name
this phenomenon the blocking effect.
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sv1
v2v3
v4d1 d2
(a) The coded traffic fully
utilizes all available
bandwidth.
sv1
v2v3
v4d1 d2
(b) Sharing bandwidth
with other traffic
leads to bandwidth
under-utilization.
sv1
v2v3
v4d1 d2
(c) We can still send non-
coded traffic to the des-
tinations.
Figure 6.2: The blocking effect at v3 downgrades the coded throughput. Coded-
Bulk prioritizes coded traffic over non-coded traffic to mitigate the
performance degradation caused by the blocking effect.
Blocking effect happens when the available bandwidth is asymmetric for
the incoming FIrs. Such asymmetry can result from the difference in the link
capacity or the existence of the sharing traffic. In Figure 6.2, we demonstrate the
blocking effect using the 7-node example.
The coded traffic in Figure 6.2(a) can fully utilize all the available bandwidth
when no other traffic is present. Suppose some interactive traffic, marked as the
dashed arrow, goes through the edge (v2, v3), the coded traffic that can be sent
through the edge reduces. Accordingly, the blocking effect occurs at v3 when
the codecs merge the traffic (based on the code maps in Table 4.1), which leads
to cascade throughput deduction and the bandwidth under-utilization at each
edge as in Figure 6.2(b).
Although no more coded traffic can be pushed into the network when block-
ing effect happens, we can still make the best use of the residual bandwidth by
pumping non-coded traffic into network. As shown in Figure 6.2(c), we can still
send non-coded traffic through the paths p1 and p3 in Figure 4.5(a) to the des-
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tinations. CodedBulk adopts a prioritization approach to prefer sending coded
traffic over non-coded traffic. As such, CodedBulk codes as much traffic as pos-
sible, while filling the unused bandwidth under the blocking effect by the non-
coded traffic.
6.2 Codec Efficiency
At each node, the same coding function can be performed using different com-
binations of codecs. These combinations may be equivalent in theory, while the
efficiency can differ in practice due to asymmetric output bandwidth and net-
work asynchrony. In this subsection, we illustrate two such situations and our
codec assignment techniques to improve the coding efficiency.
6.2.1 Code Map Decoupling
A multi-row code map describes a codec that outputs to several FIts at the same
time. It works fine when none of the FIts encounters congestion. Once one of the
FIts congests, the codec gets stuck although other FIts might still have enough
bandwidth.
One way to deal with the issue is to divide the codec to a set of codecs,
each of which outputs to one FIt only. It can be done by decoupling the multi-
row code matrix into several code maps consisting of single-row matrices. For
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instance, a code map
mapping: (p1, p2)→ (p1, p2),
code matrix:

1 2
2 1

can be decoupled into two code maps
mapping: (p1, p2)→ (p1),
and
(p1, p2)→ (p2),
code matrix:
[
1 2
]
,
[
2 1
]
.
Such decoupling not only avoids the asymmetric output bandwidth issues
but also allows parallel computation.
6.2.2 Redundant Dependency Reduction
To merge several data streams, a codec waits for the receipt of all streamed input
symbols before merging. Since the network is asynchronous, the arrival of the
input symbols varies in time, which degrades the coding efficiency.
In some cases, the efficiency degradation can be mitigated by expecting
fewer input streams. One such cases is when redundancy exists in the code
map. More specifically, the column dimension of a single-row code matrix can
be reduced without changing the output of the corresponding code map if some
zero entries exist. For instance, the code map
mapping: (p1, p2, p3)→ (p1),
code matrix:
[
1 0 2
]
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is equivalent to
mapping: (p1, p3)→ (p1),
code matrix:
[
1 2
]
.
Eliminating the zero entries reduces the number of input data streams the
codec needs to wait, which mitigates the impact of network asynchrony.
6.3 Coding Performance
To achieve high coding throughput, the proxy should perform the computation
efficiently. We introduce the following performance improvement techniques to
accelerate coding process.
6.3.1 Simple Forwarding
Coding is in general an expensive operation as it involves per-symbol arithmetic
operations. A simple idea to improve the coding performance is then to avoid
as many arithmetic operations as possible. In fact, there exists a special case in
which coding can be performed without any arithmetic operation: forwarding.
As shown in Example 4.5.1, a forwarding code map consists of an identity
coding matrix. The codec can perform coding by simply bypassing the data
streams from the FIrs to the corresponding FIts. In practice, such bypassing can
be done much more efficiently than the per-symbol identity multiplication. In
CodedBulk, forwarding involves only passing the memory pointers.
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6.3.2 Batch Processing
With code maps, coding the symbols of the incoming data streams is a simple
code matrix multiplication. Such operation can be done when the input symbols
are in place. Since the incoming data streams are asynchronous, it is possible
that some input symbols of a codec are received earlier than the others, and the
codec will need to wait until all the symbols arrive.
Due to the asynchronous nature of the incoming data streams, a codec per-
forming per-symbol coding is forced to switch between the waiting phase and
the coding phase, which is highly inefficient as several function calls may be
involved. A better way to handle the asynchrony is to perform batch coding,
i.e., collecting more symbols and coding them together.
We design tasks for this purpose. Each task waits for a certain block of sym-
bols. Once the blocks are received from all input streams, the task will be pro-
cessed.
To denote the block of symbols, we receive and save data streams in blocks
and mark each block a serial number. As a task collects the inputs with, and
marks the outputs by, the same serial number, we can also refer to a task by its
codec and the serial number of the blocks it waits for.
As an example, consider a codec taking three data streams corresponding to
FI p1, p2, and p3 as the inputs in Figure 6.3. Blocks are created by packing every
10 received symbols (shaded symbols) and we assign each block a serial number
in order. Whenever a new serial number is assigned, we create a corresponding
task. In the example, three tasks are created, and task 1 has collected all the
blocks to be coded.
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1 2 3serialnumber
p1
p2
p3
Figure 6.3: Three tasks in a codec, represented by the dotted rectangles, take p1,
p2, and p3 as the inputs. Each small rectangle represents a symbol.
In this example, 10 symbols form a block (shaded symbols), and task
1 is ready to be coded.
A task that has collected all blocks is called a ready task and moved to a ready
task queue for coding. The processor will pull tasks from the ready task queue
and generate the outputs accordingly. Instead of pulling one task at a time, the
processor will pull a batch of them whenever it is possible. Such batch pro-
cessing mitigates the contention of accessing the ready task queue where ready
tasks are enqueued and the processor dequeues tasks.
6.3.3 Parallel Computing and In-order Delivery
Parallel computing is a common technique to boost the throughput of a system.
We illustrate below the task-level parallelism in CodedBulk, while hardware-
aid symbol-level parallelism is also possible as stated later.
In CodedBulk, we implement a thread pool that maintains a set of worker
threads. Each worker thread pulls and codes a batch of tasks from the ready
task queue. The architecture is shown in Figure 6.4.
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TaskTaskTaskTaskTask Ready Task Queue
Worker Threads
Figure 6.4: A thread pool consisting of 6 worker threads performs coding. Each
filled circle is a running thread, while an empty circle represents an
idle thread. Each idle thread pulls a batch of tasks from the ready
task queue and starts coding.
It is noticeable that coding a task can be accelerated by hardware. Essentially,
a task is a collection of several per-symbol arithmetic operations. With the aid
of hardware, these operation can be parallelized to boost the throughput.
Although parallelism and batch processing boost the coding throughput,
they disturb the order of the data streams. Since the proxies run at the appli-
cation layer, we have to restore the order before releasing the disturbed output
data stream. Using the serial numbers, we sort the blocks of output symbols to
restore in-order delivery.
6.4 Memory Management
We adopt the store-and-forward model to merge the incoming data streams,
which requires memories for storing the incoming data. Although the alloca-
tion of the memories can be handled by the underlying operating system, we
manually acquire, manage, and release the memory to improve the coding per-
formance. The advantage is significant: as shown in Figure 6.5, manual memory
management leads to around twice the throughput than relying on the operat-
ing system when we increase the number of worker threads. We describe below
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Figure 6.5: The comparison of the coding throughput under operating system
and manual memory management. On a 16-core server, increas-
ing the number of worker threads gives nearly linear throughput
gain when managing memory manually. Operating system, how-
ever, cannot fully enjoy the additional computation resources.
our memory management techniques.
6.4.1 Local Memory Allocation
The reason that the operating system fails to achieve high coding throughput
in Figure 6.5 is the frequent memory allocation/deallocation. Such memory
acquisition operations are time consuming and eventually block the compu-
tation when storing the coded output symbols. To prevent doing so, we ask
for a sufficiently large chunk of memory from the operating system upon the
establishment of an FIr and the creation of a worker thread. We then locally
store the incoming data streams at the receiving FIr and the outgoing coded
symbols at the producing worker thread. With an appropriate flagging system
over the original memory chunk, we achieve high performance memory alloca-
tion/deallocation with flags.
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6.4.2 Notifier and Memory Deallocation
As demonstrated in Table 4.1 and Section 6.2.1, an input data stream may be
merged by the codecs to produce different output data streams. Since each FIt
may stream in distinct data rate and we perform the input rate control by buffer
limitation as stated in Section 6.1.1, we should release a stored input symbol
after all its corresponding output symbols are generated and sent. To do so, we
maintain a counter for each input block and introduce a notifier for each task.
When a serial number is assigned to an input block, its counter is set to keep
track of the total number of tasks that depend on the input block. Meanwhile,
each notifier at a task maintains a counter that tracks the number of unsent out-
puts coded from the task. While all the outputs are sent, the notifier deallocates
the memory of the task and decrements the corresponding input block counters.
Similarly, when the input block counter returns to zero, the memory of the input
block is released.
Together, the input block counters and the notifiers guarantee the memory
deallocation of an input block after all dependent output symbols are sent.
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CHAPTER 7
EVALUATION
In this chapter, we evaluate the performance of CodedBulk through exten-
sive experiments. The chapter starts with our experimental setup and perfor-
mance metric in Section 7.1. We first showcase the performance of Coded-
Bulk via inter-datacenter WAN experiments in Section 7.2. In comparison with
the inter-datacenter WAN experiments that run in the wild, we conduct ex-
periments over our fully controlled testbed in Section 7.3. Finally, Section 7.4
demonstrates the scalability of CodedBulk by software-based and hardware-
based microbenchmarks.
7.1 Setup
We elaborate our experimental setup below. Starting with the evaluated scenar-
ios and the performance metrics, we then describe the network settings and the
traffic workloads behind the scenes.
Evaluated Scenarios We consider three bulk transfer scenarios for compari-
son: unipath multicast, multipath multicast, and CodedBulk. These three sce-
narios are different in the way the bulk traffic is sent. In the unipath multicast
scenario, the bulk traffic is sent from the source to each destination using a single
chosen multicast path set. For evaluation, we consider the path set obtained by
shortest paths from source to each destination. The second scenario is when the
network is allowed to send bulk traffic via all available multicast path sets, but
not employing network coding. We employ TCP fair sharing for this scenario
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to distribute bandwidth among various multicast path sets. The CodedBulk
scenario is our network coded bulk transfer design.
Besides the three bulk transfer scenarios, we also calculate the ideal through-
put for the controlled testbed. The ideal scenario gives the ideal CodedBulk
steady state performance assuming that hop-by-hop TCPs acquire their fair
sharing bandwidth. Under the ideal setting, the header overhead is considered
(40 bytes per 1500 byte packet) while the transient behaviors, such as additive-
increase-multiplicative-decrease and delay, are ignored.
Performance Metric The key performance metric used to adjudge Coded-
Bulk’s benefits is the normalized aggregate throughput (NAT). NAT is calculated
by normalizing the aggregate throughput by the link capacity. We obtain the
aggregate throughput of both bulk and interactive traffic by aggregating the
throughput of the corresponding transfers. The throughput of a transfer is the
average of the measured throughput, in data rate, at each destination. For ex-
ample, the throughput of a unicast transfer is simply the receiving data rate at
its destination, while the throughput of a multicast transfer with two destina-
tions is the summation of the receiving data rates at both destinations divided
by two.
Network Settings Our experiments are conducted based on three network
topologies: the 7-node example (Figure 3.2), B4 (Figure 3.1), and Internet2 (Fig-
ure 7.1), where Internet2 [47] and B4 are already employed WAN topologies,
and the 7-node example is a subset of B4.
We establish the topologies under two different experiment environments:
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Figure 7.1: The topology of Internet2 network, a high-speed wide-area network
established for research and education.
inter-datacenter WAN and controlled testbed. The inter-datacenter WAN en-
vironment incorporates real world impacts on the performance of CodedBulk
such as cross-continental propagation delay and varying link bandwidth, while
the controlled testbed does not reflect those factors.
Under the inter-datacenter WAN environment, we replicate B4 and Internet2
topologies on Amazon EC2 by launching geographically distributed server in-
stances among various cluster regions. The locations of the servers are selected
to match the target topology as closely as possible. Each link within the target
topology is emulated by a pair of network interface cards (NICs), whose avail-
able bandwidth is throttled by the link capacity. Accordingly, the traffic going
through a link is sent between its corresponding pair of NICs and routed by
underlying routing mechanisms.
On the other hand, we establish our controlled testbed on a simple star-
shaped network with an OpenFlow switch at the hub. The testbed emulates
a target topology by representing each node in the topology by a server at the
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leaves. A link between a pair of data centers is emulated by a fixed path through
the hub provided by the network layer between the corresponding servers.
Again, we throttle the bandwidth of the path to provide the designated link
capacity.
Workloads The network is loaded with randomly generated low-priority bulk
and high-priority interactive traffic. Each bulk transfer is a multicast session
from a source to several chosen destinations; while each interactive transfer is a
unicast session between a source-destination pair. All the traffic source pushes
data into the network whenever the available bandwidth allows. A bulk source
has infinite amount of data to send. On contrary, an interactive source dissemi-
nates time-dependent workload.
We generate traffic as follows. A number of nodes are randomly selected as
the bulk traffic sources and each bulk session is associated with a number of
random destinations. On the other hand, interactive traffic is generated for spe-
cific network load levels (mainly around 5 to 20% of network capacity) and the
loading level 0% refers to the case without interactive traffic. Given a load level,
we generate the data transferred across the network by constructing a series
of randomly sampled source, destination, arrival time, and data size. Among
the generated data transfers, we bundle those with the same source/destination
pair as one interactive transfer for the purpose of congestion control.
In the following experiments, we impose a baseline case consisting of 6 bulk
transfers multicasting to 4 destinations each. Without further specification, no
interactive traffic is considered in the baseline case.
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7.2 Inter-Datacenter WAN Experiments
We first demonstrate the effectiveness of CodedBulk under the inter-datacetner
WAN environment. Figure 7.2(a) and Figure 7.2(b) show the NAT of bulk and
interactive traffic for the three aforementioned scenarios – unipath, multipath,
and coded multicast (CodedBulk) – under B4 and Internet2 topologies.
As shown in the figures, none of the scenarios changes the interactive traffic
throughput since it is assigned the highest priority. In contrast, CodedBulk in-
creases the bulk throughput over the unipath multicast by around 2.6 times for
B4 and 1.9 times for Internet2. Multicasting through multiple path sets grants
more throughput improvement over unipath mutlicasting on B4 comparing to
Internet2. The reason is that B4 has higher path diversity, i.e., it is less likely
to have overlapped paths. As a result, load balancing among multiple path
sets helps. On the other hand, multipath also introduces connection overhead.
When the load balancing gain is not enough to compensate the connection over-
head, the throughput performance can degrade as we see in Figure 7.2(b). In
both figures, increasing the loading level of interactive traffic reduces the lower
priority bulk traffic, but the improvements of CodedBulk over other two sce-
narios remain almost constant independent of interactive traffic load.
7.3 Controlled Testbed Experiments
We then examine the performance of CodedBulk on our controlled testbed,
which emulates B4 and Internet2 topologies. Figure 7.3 shows NAT for bulk
and interactive traffic for the baseline workload with varying interactive traffic
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Figure 7.2: We conduct inter-datacenter WAN experiments on Amazon EC2
based on replicated topologies according to the well-known WANs
B4 and Internet2. In each experiment, 6 distinct bulk sessions, each
multicasts to 4 destinations, are scheduled by CodedBulk along with
various loading levels of high-priority interactive traffic. Under both
B4 and Internet2 topologies, the results show that CodedBulk im-
proves the bulk throughput by 1.5 to 3 times. The relative improve-
ment stays nearly the same when the interactive traffic grabs more
bandwidth from the bulk traffic under higher loading levels.
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(b) Internet2
Figure 7.3: Using our controlled testbed, we emulate B4 and Internet2 topolo-
gies to compare the performance of CodedBulk under the baseline
scenario (6 bulk source, each has 4 destinations) with different inter-
active traffic loading levels. The trend of the results match the WAN
experiments’, while the performance gain is higher.
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load. As expected, Figure 7.3(a) and 7.3(b) both show similar trends in perfor-
mance gains as in Figure 7.2(a) and 7.2(b) respectively. The absolute value of
NAT is higher in the controlled testbed, since the RTT in the testbed is shorter
comparing to WAN and there is no other co-existing traffic that might interfere
the performance.
We also run several experiments to showcase the effect of varying number
of bulk transfers and number of destinations per transfer on the CodedBulk
performance benefits.
Varying Number of Bulk Transfers Figure 7.4(a) and 7.4(b) shows Coded-
Bulk performance gains for varying number of concurrent bulk transfers. Each
transfer has 4 randomly chosen destinations. The NAT increases when more
concurrent bulk sessions exist and it saturates in the meantime due to the fixed
available link capacity. Although the blocking effect among bulk sessions causes
the relative throughput gain decreases from around 2 to 4 times, the gain is still
significant. Also, the average of the ideal throughput shows that the CodedBulk
achieves the throughput close to the ideal.
Varying Number of Destinations per Transfer Figure 7.5(a) and 7.5(b) show-
cases NAT for the case with 6 concurrent bulk transfers but varying number
of destinations per transfer. Increasing the number of destinations for a fixed
number of bulk transfer would decrease the aggregate throughput as more net-
work resources would be spent on each transfer. However, more destinations
also create more room for network coding to improve the performance. In the-
ory, a well-coded bulk transfer will be able to achieve min-cut throughput per
destination. Although bandwidth sharing among different multicast session
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Figure 7.4: In the controlled testbed emulating B4 and Internet2, we randomly
generate different number of sources multicasting to 4 random desti-
nations each. The aggregate throughput increases as more bulk traf-
fic is created. The average throughput of the ideal scenarios is also
plotted, which suggests that the results are close to the ideal scenar-
ios.
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Figure 7.5: 6 concurrent bulk transfers multicast to various number of desti-
nations in the controlled testbed emulating B4 and Internet2. As
each bulk session sends to more destinations, the bandwidth sharing
leads to throughput degradation. However, CodedBulk improves
the relative gain in the presence of more destinations. The results are
close to the ideal throughput.
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induces the blocking effect that diminishes such coding benefit, we can still ob-
serve the improvement of the relative performance gain when more destinations
are added. Similarly, our results are close to the ideal.
7.4 Microbenchmarks
We also conduct several experiments to determine the scalaibility of CodedBulk
through software and hardware microbenchmarks.
7.4.1 Software implementation
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Figure 7.6: We evaluate the scalability of the system by deploying the 7-node ex-
ample on our controlled testbed. Under varying access link capacity,
the performance of CodedBulk is sustained when enough resources
are available up to around 450 Mbps. Before then, CodedBulk can
achieve the throughput almost identical to the ideal throughput.
Since CodedBulk requires computation at each node for performing cod-
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Element Used Available Utilization
LUT 736 433200 0.17%
BRAM 16.5 1470 1.12%
Table 7.1: Resource utilization of a 128-bit codec using Xilinx Virtex-7
XC7VX690T FPGA. Our implementation can provide up to 31.25
Gbps throughput with 0.17% LUTs and1.12% BRAMs. No DSP is
needed in our design.
ing/decoding operations, for a fixed compute capacity, the performance gains
should start to debilitate after increasing link bandwidths at a certain thresh-
old amount because of scarce computation power, memory, or link bandwidth.
When the resources are sufficient, we would expect the throughput gain pro-
portional to the bandwidth increase. We try to obtain that threshold link capac-
ity for the 7-node topology using 4-core servers with modest 4 GB RAM and a
NIC of 1 Gbps access link capacity emulating the incoming/outgoing network
interfaces. The results are shown in Figure 7.6, which suggest the threshold
link capacity is around 450 Mbps. Before reaching 450 Mbps, the aggregate
throughput scales linearly as expected, and it is almost identical to the ideal
throughput. The reason of the performance degradation at 450 Mbps is due
to the lack of emulated link bandwidth and computational resources. Given
the linear growth under sufficient resources, the system would keep scaling lin-
early and the threshold link capacity would be pushed upward when sufficient
resources are supplied.
7.4.2 Hardware implementation
Inter-DC links are usually of several hundred Gbps bandwidths, and pure soft-
ware computation can be the bottleneck to support such a high throughput. To
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tackle this issue, we leverage hardware to parallelize the computation and pro-
vide line-rate coding.
We synthesize a simple 128-bit codec that can process 16 symbols (bytes)
within one clock cycle on Xilinx Virtex-7 XC7VX690T FPGA, which offers 100,
200, and 250 MHz fabric clocks. With respect to the clocks, our FPGA-based
codec can achieve throughput 12.5, 25, and 31.25 Gbps. Without needing any
DSP, our hardware design consumes only 0.17% LUTs and 1.12% BRAMs as
shown in Table 7.1, and hence it can be scaled easily to provide even higher
throughput.
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CHAPTER 8
SUMMARY AND FUTURE WORK
This chapter summarizes the achievements of CodedBulk and portrays the pos-
sible next steps and the future extensions of the work.
8.1 Current Achievement
In this dissertation, we design and implement CodedBulk to improve the
throughput of inter-datacenter bulk transfers using network coding. Our ap-
proach is possible thanks to the new properties exhibited by the inter-datacenter
context, including delay-tolerant bulk transfers, small-scale programmable net-
works, and resource-rich intermediate nodes. We leverage those design op-
portunities to overcome the implementation challenges. Through the inter-
datacenter experiments, the resulting CodedBulk demonstrates a twice to four
times throughput improvement of the inter-datacenter bulk traffic.
8.2 Possible Improvement
Close-loop control over coding schemes CodedBulk operates under an open-
loop control: Given the multicast sessions reported from the multicast agent
senders, the controller computes and deploys the coding scheme to the network
based on its current global view. However, the varying interactive traffic leads
to different topology for the bulk traffic, which can impact the effectiveness of
the deployed coding schemes. This issue can be alleviated if the centralized
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controller reevaluates the installed coding scheme once a while based on the
updated global view. That gives a feedback-style close-loop control.
Localized coding The generation of coding schemes depends on a global view
from one centralized controller, which prevents a full distributed computation
and exposes the system under a single point of failure. By extending the code
generation algorithm to compute based on only the localized information, the
information that is collected from only a part of the network, we would be able
to distribute the computation to several controllers and improve the robustness
of the system.
8.3 Future Directions
Time-dependent coding Although our cycle-aware coding algorithm can deal
with cyclic network topology, our approach does not guarantee the min-cut
throughput per destination even in theory. One way to achieve the optimal
coding throughput in a cyclic network is through the time-dependent convo-
lutional network coding. Convolutional network coding requires coding the
symbols sent out from the source at different time. To support convolutional
network coding, we will need to extend our code map and algorithm designs.
Learning-based coding Recently, machine learning has demonstrated its great
potential in making predictions and dealing with non-linear optimization. As
such, an online feedback system can adopt machine learning as its controller
and improve the dynamic performance. Is might be possible to use machine
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learning to monitor the incoming interactive traffic and update the codecs on
the fly.
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